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REALDOLL: 
AN ASSIMILATED 

SIMULATION
Silicone takes a human form in
RealDolls. However, this wasn’t
always the case. Early models of
RealDolls were commonly made
out of latex and while latex was
more affordable, the doll lacked a
realistic appearance and feel. In
1996 the company began using tin
cure silicone, and in 2009 they
created a new version of the
RealDoll using platinum silicone.
This new material not only made
the dolls longer lasting, but it also
made them more life-like than
ever before. Abyss Creations’
continued commitment to
blurring the lines between
simulation and reality attempts to
redefine what it means to be
human with, at times, dangerous
consequences. 

On their own, RealDolls cannot
speak or move. They are
incapable of forming their own
thoughts or expressing their own
emotions, and they do not need to
eat, sleep, or even breathe.
RealDolls lack the common
characteristics traditionally
attributed to humans, and yet
Abyss Creations markets their
dolls with the slogans like “Get
real. Nothing beats the real thing”
and “We spell love R-E-A-L”
(RealDoll). Although Abyss
Creations’ dolls lack interiority, it
is in their exteriority that the line
between real and fake is
obscured, and their dolls can be
defined as human. While the
silicone skin adds an element of
realism to the doll, it is only the
beginning.  

“Classic Real Doll, Brown Eye .” RealDoll, Abyss Creations, 2018.
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(RealDoll)

“Build Your Own Real Doll.” RealDoll, Abyss Creations, 2018.
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Much of Abyss Creations’ realistic design focuses
around elements of the face and how those
features can compensate for characteristics the
doll is lacking. When creating a RealDoll the
customer has the choice of purchasing multiple
detachable faces that gives the doll the illusion of
emotion. This attempt at creating authentic, albeit
static, human emotions blurs the line between
simulation and reality.  

In his article “Simulations: The Precession of
Simulacra”, Jean Baudrillard discusses this
phenomenon. Baudrillard uses the example of a
faking a hold-up to address the impossibility of
isolating the simulation from the real. “The web of
artificial signs will be so inextricably mixed up with
real elements…[that] you will unwittingly  

find yourself immediately in the real, one of whose
function is precisely to devour every attempt at
simulation, to reduce everything to some reality…”
(Baudrillard 39). In the case of the RealDolls, it
becomes impossible to parse out the plastic from
the person which actively complicates the
definition of what it means to be human. Humans
are inherently plastic from what they ingest to
what they wear, and RealDolls’ silicone exterior
creates a literal representation of human plasticity.
“…[T]hey are already purged of death, and are
even better than in life; more smiling, more
authentic, in light of their model…” (Baudrillard 23).
RealDolls exaggerate the most unnatural aspects
of humans which on one hand makes them
distinguishable as simulation while simultaneously
authenticating them.  

They are detached from humanity, and yet their
sheer existence perpetuates real structures of
inequality experienced by women.  

One of the greatest selling points of RealDoll is the
user’s capability to actualize their wildest fantasies
with the doll. However, capitalizing on the passivity
of women, real or simulation, is a harmful business
practice. This reductionist approach defines “…
humanity [as] male and man defines woman not in
herself but as relative to him…And she is simply
what man decrees; thus she is called “the sex,” by
which is meant that she appears essentially to the
male as sexual being. For him she is sex—absolute
sex, no less” (Beauvoir xxii). In comparing Simone
de Beauvoir’s theorizing in “The Second Sex” to the
marketing strategy of RealDoll, an idealized
version of the woman is created.  

RealDolls cannot resist or consent to sexual acts
and thereby becomes solely an object. Since they
blur the line between simulation and reality,
objectification of the doll runs the risk of
paralleling into objectification of the human
woman, which could lead to sexual violence when
they don’t submit like the RealDoll does.  

While RealDoll impressively bridges the gap
between reality and artifice, it comes at a price.
The dolls alone are incredibly expensive, but with
the additional cost they place on the legitimacy of
women's autonomy, the price becomes
insurmountable . The dolls allow for a seemingly
low stakes outlet of pure desire, when in actuality
they exist in a realm so close to reality that they
exemplify one of the harshest inequalities in
human society.  

“Asa Ass 7 .” RealDoll, Abyss Creations, 2018.



INTRODUCING 
HARMONY
F O R  R E A L B O T I X

Q: What is Realbotix? 

A: Realbotix is a project dedicated to integrating
cutting edge emerging technologies with silicone
doll artistry to provide a bridge between
technology and humankind on emotional, mental,
and physical levels.  
The next-generation of the well-known
anatomically correct RealDolls blended with
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, touch sensors,
internal heaters and Virtual Reality.  
These new dolls will have an animated face
synchronized with an application that users can
talk to and interact with.  
The purpose behind the project is to create an
illusion, or alternative to reality when it comes to
a relationship with a doll.  
These RealDolls will have the ability to listen,
remember and talk naturally, like a living person.  
They will have hyper-realistic features, warmth,
and sensors that react to touch.  
When interacting with these dolls, we want users
to ask themselves, "What is she thinking?" 

Q: What is the final goal regarding the AI system? 

A: We want users to have that illusion that the doll
is actually talking to you and that she’s got
sentience. That’s what will overwhelms our users.
That's what takes the longest. We already spent
many years building the basic personality for our AI
system, and it will continue to evolve over the time 

Q: Do you think that an AI RealDoll will ever be able
to love us back?  

A: We hope that we can at least simulate that.
That's the goal. It is our thinking that if one feels
loved, then one must be loved 

Q:How do you think that this might impact the
future of relationships?  

A: We feel that our products will allow for an option
that never existed before, and for some, may
represent a happiness they never thought they
could have. 
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("FAQ")

Petrakovitz, Caitlin. “The Eyes.” CNET, CBS Interactive Inc. .
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Gutierrez, Martine. Line Up 1. New York City, 2014.



"IT'S ABOUT LOSING
INDIVIDUALITY

WITHIN A GROUP.
THE MANNEQUINS
ARE MEANT TO BE

SEEN AS HUMAN, OR
SOME KIND OF

IDEALISTIC BODY
FORM OF A FEMALE,

BUT THEY'RE NOT
MADE TO HAVE AN

IDENTITY."

In their series titled “Line Ups”, artist Martine Gutierrez
explores the relationship between humans, mannequins
and realism. The line between the simulated and the real
becomes blurred once again as Martine takes on the role of
the mannequin themselves. The gap between human
woman and doll, or mannequin in this case, is closed and
the mannequins become women but not human. In an
interview about the collection for i-D Martine said, “It’s
about losing individuality within a group. The mannequins
are meant to be seen as human, or some kind of idealistic
body forms of a female. But they’re not made to have an
identity” (Brumfitt). Pairing the mannequins with an
authentic human form challenges the notion of what it
means to be human, and whether or not that definition
solely applies to the external features or if there is more to
it than that. While they may appear human the
mannequins, according to Martine, lack their own individual
identities and the conformity of the piece inhibits the the
mannequins to be defined beyond an imitation. At first
glance Martine disappears among the mannequins within
the photographs, however it is her lack of innate stoicism
that causes her to stand out from her plastic companions.
In Line Up 6, Martine is posed in the center of the
photograph and while their emotion is subtle, this
capability sets them apart from the mannequins and gives
them an identity apart from the group. This identification
makes Martine notable as human, and disallows their
mannequin counterparts the same opportunity.
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Gutierrez, Martine. Line Up 4. New York City, 2014.

Gutierrez, Martine. Line Up 6. New York City, 2014.
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Surrogates (2009)

This RealDoll, manufacturd by

Abyss Creations served as a prop

in this film starring Bruce Willis

(Crist), 

1.

Lars and the Real Girl

(2007)

Co-starring alongside Ryan

Gosling, this RealDoll was given

her own trailer to maintain the

illusion that she was alive

("Trivia").

2. 

The Stepford Wives

(1975)

Joanna, played by Katharine

Ross, uncovers a plot to turn

women into robotic housewives

in this film.

4.

Black Mirror: Be Right

Back (2013)

Following the death of her

partner, Martha signs up for a

service that brings Ash back to

life in the form of a robot. 

5. 

Criminal Minds: The

Uncanny Valley (2010)

In this episode, the unsub

kidnaps women and turns them

into living dolls.

3.
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and other
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in TV and
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Petrakovitz, Caitlin. “Hollywood Background.” CNET, 10 Aug. 2017.

Ryan Gosling in “Lars and the Real Girl.”MGM

Everett Collection

CBS

Netflix
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Pretty  in  Plast ic :

H O W  O N E  S O C I A L  M E D I A  A C C O U N T  I S  C H A N G I N G  T H E  D E F I N I T I O N  O F  " D O L L "

2015 Mattel

2015 Mattel

Behind Barbie's Fashion Blog
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With each caption seemingly curated by Barbie
herself, Mattel's Barbie Style Instagram account
(@barbiestyle) gives the popular doll the illusion
of human authenticity.  

Since her debut in 1959, Barbie has worked in
near every profession. So, it seems almost fitting
that in 2015 Barbie took her first steps towards
becoming a social media influencer. Nearly three
years after her first post, she has amassed a
substantial fan base comprised of 1.9 million
followers. She posts almost daily and has received
sponsorship from companies like Shoedazzle and
has partnered with brands like Mumu and
Sephora to create her own Barbie inspired
products.  

Due to her large Instagram presence, Barbie has
since been invited to events like Coachella and
Paris Fashion Week, and her dream lifestyle begs
the question, can an inanimate object be
#lifegoals?

2017 Mattel

2015 Mattel

2015 Mattel

Mattel's Barbie 
Style Instagram 

Account is 
Bringing Barbie 

to Life
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Sili-tones 

in Music 

M.I.L.F.$

That Other Girl

Can't Get Enough of

Myself

In Fergie's music video for her

song "M.I.L.F.$", plastic aesthetics

come to life through the use of

vibrant colors and the doll-like

embodiment of the 1950's house

wife. Fergie calls for a redefinition

of women beyond their capability

to be mothers.  

Sevdaliza's music video for "That

Other Girl" is a plastic paradise.

Utilizing 3D animation, she

explores the way that social media

culture is superficial and disallows

individuals the opportunity for

creative individuality because they

want to be like everyone else.  

Cultural critiques are not

uncommon in Santigold's music

videos. "Can't Get Enough of Myself" 

explores America's obsession with

self through self-duplication and

other plastic tactics.

Santigold. "Can't Get Enough of Myself." Online Video Clip. Youtube. Youtube, 21 March 2016.

Sevdaliza. "That Other Girl." Online Video Clip. Youtube. Youtube, 1 Sept 2015.

Fergie. "M.I.L.F.$." Online Video Clip. Youtube. Youtube, 1 July 2016.
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JANELLE 
MONÁE
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An Analysis of Afrofuturism, Politics and Self
Expression in Dirty Computer  

Janelle Monae's Dirty Computer
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Monáe released her first EP titled Metropolis:
The Chase Suite in 2008, and this project laid
the framework for what has become a five-act
narrative spanning across two more albums.
Acts four and five were completed in 2013
with the release of The Electric Lady and the
19-track album further catalogued the
experiences of Monáe’s android alter-ego
Cindi Mayweather. Even though the
Metropolis saga is rumored to have two more
unreleased acts, Monáe’s most recent album
Dirty Computer strays from the Mayweather
narrative, and is more genuinely Monáe.
However, this does not mean that the
Archandroid is lost, Dirty Computer is chock full
of references to Mayweather, and Monáe’s
production “Dirty Computer [Emotion Picture]”
continues to embrace Afrofuturism to discuss
themes of race, gender and sexuality.  

She's not a person. Well, 
you're right, she's not a 

person-she is a droid. She 
is an android Alpha 

Platinum 9000, and she is 
jammin' 

Black girl magic, y'all can't 
stand it. Y'all can't ban it, 
made out like a bandit. 

They been trying hard to 
make us all vanish, I 

suggest they put a flag on a 
whole 'nother planet. 

Me and you was friends, 
but to them, we the 
opposite. The same 

mistake, I'm in jail, you on 
top of shit. You living life 
while I'm walking around 

moppin' shit.

The term Afrofuturism was coined in 1994 by
Mark Dery in his essay “Black to the Future”
and it “refers to an aesthetic the infuses
science fiction and fantasy with cultures of the
African diaspora. It shakes up…preconceived
notions of history and race by envisioning an
often utopic future shaped by Black
technological innovation” (Rao). Monáe’s
futuristic vision is no different, and her music
is influenced by not only herself and her
previous works, but also existing Afrofuturist
visions. For “Django Jane”, the sixth track on
Dirty Computer, Monáe drew inspiration from
the Dora Milaje, a group of women warriors,
in the 2018 Marvel film Black Panther ("Janelle
Monáe"). While the Dora Milaje are not
directly rerenced, the cultural impact that they
had is echoed in Monáe’s song. She stated
that “…[she] wanted to make sure the Black
girl magic was at the root of it. The love of
Black women, that they felt seen, they felt  

heard, and they felt like they had an anthem
whenever they got down, whenever they got
weary” ("Janelle"). The song’s message of
empowerment goes beyond the lyrics, and the
music video for “Django Jane” visualizes Monáe’s
inspirational message, as well as her Afrofuturist
vision. The dancers in the video move almost
mechanically alongside Monáe as she raps from
a throne, placing Monáe in a position of power
as well as reminding the viewer of her android
aesthetic.  

On its own “Django Jane” does not seem that far
removed from reality. But just as Metropolis: The
Chase Suite, The ArchAndroid and The Electric
Lady connect to form one futuristic narrative, all
of the tracks on Dirty Computer work together to
tell a story. Released the same day as the album,
“Dirty Computer [Emotion Picture]” is a utopic
narrative film that connects each track to one
another. The film opens with a narration by
Monáe in which she says, “They started calling us
computers…You were dirty if you looked
different. You were dirty if you refused to live the
way they dictated. You were dirty if you showed
any form of opposition at all…” (Janelle).

Lyrics from: "Our Favorite Fugitive", "Django Jane" and "I Like That"
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Martin Schoeller/American Way Magazine

Martin Schoeller/American Way Magazine

Martin Schoeller/American Way Magazine

Charlie Engman/Fader

Charlie Engman/Fader

Charlie Engman/Fader

GL Wood/Pink Friday "REMIX'd"

GL Wood/Pink Friday "REMIX'd"

GL Wood/Pink Friday "REMIX'd"
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Monáe takes on the identity of a dirty computer
named Jane 57821, and Dirty Computer’s track
list becomes visualized in the form of her
memories.These memories both serve as a
critique on the racial disparities and
heteronormativity in America, as well as an
exploration of intersectionality. 

Monáe, or Jane 57821, is both queer and Black
and she proudly embraces these identities
throughout the film while the erasure of her
memories by White men represents the way
that they are being treated in the current
political climate. The first full length song
featured in the film is “Crazy, Classic, Life” and
in this memory Monáe is depicted meeting her
love interest Zen, played by Tessa Thompson.
The video celebrates queer, gender fluid and
non-conforming individuals while the lyrics
address racial inequalities. Monáe sings, “Me
and you were friends, but to them we the
opposite. The same mistake, I’m in jail, you on
top of shit. The same mistake, I’m in jail, you on
top of shit. You living life while I’m walking
around moppin’ shit” (Janelle). These lines
discuss the disproportionate rates of
incarceration between people of color and 

Whites for committing the same crimes, and
how this greatly affects their future prospects.
Monáe’s utopia later becomes a setting in
which she comments on police brutality, the
Black Lives Matter movement, Black
empowerment, sexuality and feminism, and as
each of her politically powerful memories get
erased from Jane 57821’s mind the situation
becomes increasingly desperate. But, unlike the
present, the future is malleable and Monáe has
the power to determine her own fate  

In the end, Jane 57821, Zen and Ché escape the
The House of the New Dawn as Monáe’s
“Americans” plays in the background calling for
the viewer to “love [her] for who [she] is”
(Janelle). This escape from prejudice and
systematic oppressions is not something
directly accessible to people of color, LGBTQ
individuals, and many others in modern-day
America, and the embrace of Afrofuturism
becomes the only possible outlet. Monáe’s
embrace of cyborg aesthetics creates “…a new
form of consciousness and political activism…
[and] a more complex, ambiguous, and fluid
identity that can free us from the tyranny of the
binary oppositions…” (Haraway 455-6). 
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Cyborg aesthetics in music span beyond
Monáe, and can be seen in Nicki Minaj and
FKA Twig’s music videos as well. Minaj adopts
a plastic aesthetic, and she dons a doll-like
appearance and utilizes robotic movements to
create bizarre and unusual videos that set her
apart in a male dominated genre. In her video
“Water Me”, Twigs assumes similar doll-like
characteristics as Minaj, but hers are far more
cyborg. Her facial features continuously grow
as she “waters” herself, and it is this capability
to change that sets her apart from the static
doll aesthetic. Twig’s video comments on her
own agency and capability to care for herself,
even though she is asking for someone else to
“water her” it is her own tears that she needed 

in the end. All three artists utilize cyborg
aesthetics to both make political statements
as well as maneuver through their own
definitions of self.   

When it comes to Afrofuturism in music
though, Monáe truly is the ArchAndroid. First
introduced in Metropolis: The Chase Suite, her
alter-ego Jane 57821 has become a beacon for
political activism. In Monáe’s most recent
album Dirty Computer, the gap between
Android 57821, or Cindi Mayweather, and
Monáe closes and the piece becomes a raw
exposé on Monáe’s personal identity made
only capable through the invention of a
utopian society.  

Janelle Monáe. "Dirty Computer [Emotion Picture]" Online Video Clip. Youtube. Youtube, 27 April 2018.

Janelle Monáe. "Dirty Computer [Emotion Picture]" Online Video Clip. Youtube. Youtube, 27 April 2018.



l e t t e r  f r om  t h e  ed i t o r

c a t h e r i n e  t o r n e r
ED I TOR  I N  CH IEF

RealDolls are not forever. Abyss Creations has

been actively preparing to launch their AI

technology, and replace their sex dolls with sex

robots. While this fixes the passivity problem

with the dolls, the robots autonomy will still be

at the mercy of their user. With the impending

transition from doll to robot on the horizon, it is

crucial to have women like Janelle Monáe

utilizing the image of the android in popular

culture to reclaim women's power in the face of

the patriarchal system. Her music imagines a

more accepting future, while encouraging her

audience to love themselves and others to

create a more understanding now.  

Cheers,
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